RELEASE NOTES – AVIZO® 9.4.0, SEPTEMBER 2017

Avizo 9.4.0
Software for Industrial Inspection and Materials Research & Development
Dear Avizo User,
With this document we would like to inform you about the most important new features, improvements,
and
changes
in
this
version.
Please
read
these
Release
Notes
carefully.
We would appreciate your feedback regarding this version. If you encounter problems, but also if you
have suggestions for improvement, please report them to fei-sw-support@fei.com.
We would like to thank you in advance for your efforts.
September 2017, the Avizo team

IMPORTANT: The Avizo 9.4 licensing mechanism has been upgraded to FlexNet Publisher 11.14. If you are using a
FlexNet license server, make sure you have installed version 11.14.0 or higher of the FlexNet tools on your system. For
more details and download links, please refer to http://www.fei-software-center.com/support/flexnet-server-doc/.
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AVIZO LITE AND AVIZO - ENHANCEMENTS AND NEW FEATURES
NEW FEATURE
HISTOGRAM AND CORRELATION PANELS
This release includes 2 new panels available from the Window menu:
The Histogram Panel allows displaying the distribution of multiple measures in the same window and comparing them
with various graphical options (e.g., REV evaluation by comparing multiple histograms of a given image within various
ROI boxes). In addition, multiple tabbed histogram windows can be created in the panel. Typical inputs include images,
spreadsheets, label analyses, spatial graphs and pore network models.
The Correlation Panel allows plotting a given measure against another one. Multiple correlations can be added and
compared with various graphical options (curve, histogram, marked curve, markers, impulse). In addition, multiple
tabbed correlation windows can be created in the panel. Typical inputs include spreadsheets, label analyses, spatial
graphs and pore network models.

ENHANCED FEATURES
SEGMENTATION EDITOR ENHANCEMENTS
A Recolor Materials menu entry in the Segmentation menu of the Segmentation Workroom was added that changes
the color of identically colored adjacent labels in order to make them visually distinguishable.

FILAMENT WORKROOM ENHANCEMENTS
The Filament Workroom was enhanced to reflect the state of the 'Show' column selected in the Label Window in both
the 3D Viewer and the 2D Slice Viewer.
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To improve visibility of selected labels in the Label Window of the Filament Workroom across different platforms and
desktop environments, label highlighting has been changed from bold face to a red font color.

AVIZO – ENHANCEMENTS AND NEW FEATURES
NEW MODULES
THRESHOLD BY CRITERION
Threshold by Criterion performs a thresholding with a criterion on an image. If the result of computation is true, output
pixel will be set to 1, 0 otherwise. Possible crtiterion are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

"less-than"
"less-or-equal"
"equal-to"
"greater-or-equal"
"greater-than"
"not-equal-to"

INTENSITY AUTO CLASSIFICATION
The module is a non-supervised classification tool performing an automatic segmentation of multi-channel images into a
given number of classes. This command applies a k-means clustering method considering each pixel as an observation
vector. In this way the number of channels of the input image corresponds to the dimension of the vectors.
•

Choose K vectors that will represent the centers of K classes.
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•

•

For a subset of S, sort its vectors in all the classes in function of a distance (which can be Euclidian, Tanimoto,
scalar or Mahalanobis).
o Move the center of the smallest class in the direction of the biggest one.
o Recalculate the classes with the new centers.
o Iterate until a good repartition of the vectors is achieved.
Sort all vectors of the set S in the K classes to obtain the result classification.

where S, the size of the subset, is a parameter of the algorithm, and K is the number of classes to obtain.

ENHANCED FEATURES

BOX FILTER
The performance of the filter has been optimized.
Compatibility note: When used with the Auto Scale option enabled, the output type is no longer upgraded (an 8-bit
input now gives an 8-bit output). If the Auto Scale option is disabled, the output type is still upgraded.

MEDIAN FILTER
The filter now offers a parameter to specify the kernel type.
The Iterative mode enables the former mode of the median filter. This algorithm repeats iteratively a median filter on a
square window with a size of 3 x 3. This algorithm converges quickly and applying more than three iterations doesn’t
change the result significantly. As a consequence the main drawback of this algorithm is to be ineffective when a large
window size is required.
The Square/Disk and Cube/Ball modes perform a real median filter on the full size of the window. These modes are
performed by an optimized algorithm that offers improved performance.
The gain of performance is especially noteworthy in the 3D case. For small kernel size in 2D, the prior mode (iterative) is
recommended.

IMAGE GRADIENT
The module now offers the options Prewitt and Sobel for computing the gradient in 2D and 3D. These modes are the
simplest algorithms for computing a gradient. The benefit of these operators is to be very efficient and fast to compute.
Prior to this version a kernel size of_3x3 was proposed only with the 2D gradient. It is equivalent to the Prewitt
operator.

AUTO THRESHOLDING
The module now offers an option to define the input range. The mode other corresponds to the prior mode, which was
not adapted by default when the dynamic range of the input image was greater than 256 gray levels. The new mode
min-max allows a default behavior suitable for use with ost grayscale images.

LABEL ANALYSIS
New measure - Thickness3d: The Length3d measure, also known as the Feret’s longest diameter, represents the major
diameter. The Breadth3d measure the primary minor diameter is the largest diameter orthogonal to Length3d. The new
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measure Thickness3d is the secondary minor diameter and largest diameter orthogonal to both measures Length3d and
Breadth3d.
The related ThicknessOrientPhi and ThicknessOrientTheta measures express the orientation of this secondary minor
diameter.
Measure Improvements: The number of Feret diameters has been limited to 100 in 3D. It is now possible to set this
value to up to 3000 Feret diameters. For efficiency and file size reasons, only some predefined configurations are
allowed for a number of diameters greater than 100: 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000,
1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000 diameters. If an intermediate value is set, the higher predefined value is retained.
Precision and capacity has been improved to 64-bit for large data analysis with the following measurements:
•
•
•
•
•

Area
Area3d
Volume
Volume2
Volume3d

This enables users to visualize images larger than the system memory and to utilize the full feature set that the
XLVolume extension offers. This conversion requires the XLVolume extension.
Note: Conversion of double precision floating values and 32-bit unsigned integers is currently not supported.
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AVIZO FOR FEI - ENHANCEMENTS AND NEW FEATURES
AVIZO-MAPS BRIDGE
Incoming/outgoing connections between Avizo and MAPS can now be defined through the Preferences dialog.
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AVIZO INSPECT – ENHANCEMENTS AND NEW FEATURES
NEW FEATURES
AUTO ADJUSTED GEOMETRY REFITTING
User’s selected points are used for initial fit of the geometry using Gaussian method. This initial geometry is then
tessellated and vertices of the tessellation are then used for a second fitting using either Gaussian or Chebyshev
(MZ,MZI,MZO,MC or MI) fitting methods.

NEW CHEBYSHEV MINIMUM CIRCUMSCRIBED/MAXIMUM INSCRIBED CRITERION
MI and MC are now available as fitting option.
The Maximum Inscribed method calculates a geometry such that all points are outside it, and the geometry is as large
as possible.
The Minimum Circumscribed method calculates a geometry such that all points are inside it, and the geometry is as
small as possible.

Minimum Circumscribed

Maximum Inscribed
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NEW FAST PARTITIONING SURFACE EXTRACTION METHOD
ISO 50 and Otsu thresholds can now be selected as threshold for isosurface extraction of the interface between
materials.
ISO 50 algorithm:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Set an arbitrary threshold.
Using the threshold, build two sets of values:
1. Background Material values: Data values that are below the threshold.
2. Gray Material values: Data values that are over the threshold.
Compute the mean of each value set.
Compute a new threshold using the following formula:

5.
6.

Repeat steps 2,3, and 4 until threshold converges.

Otsu criterion: The value is determined by maximizing the between-class variance:

NEW ADVANCED SURFACE EXTRACTION METHOD
Adjusted Surface new option in the Metrology Workroom allows for a fast and accurate extraction of interface between
materials, leading to sub-voxel resolution precision of all derived measures.

.

NEW DERIVED GEOMETRIES
Allows for creation of new geometries derived from other existing geometries.
•

By composition
• Create a line from 2 points.
• Create a line from one points and direction.
• Create a plane from 3 points.
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•

•

• Create a plane from one point and 2 directions
By intersection
• Create a point from the intersection of 2 lines.
• Create a point from the intersection of a plane and a line.
• Create a point from the intersection of 3 planes.
• Create a line from the intersection of 2 planes.
By projection
• Create a point by projecting a point on a line.
• Create a point by projecting a point on a plane .
• Create a line by projecting a line on a plane .

ENHANCED FEATURES
REPORTING WORKROOM ENHANCEMENTS
•
•
•

It it now possible to drag and drop an image on a report element and replace current content
It is now possible to interactively remove an image
It is now possible to remove an image inserted in the report outside the reporting room
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BIO-FORMATS - ENHANCEMENTS
ENHANCED FEATURES
BIO-FORMATS ENHANCEMENTS
HDR and Multi-channel support: The Bio-Formats Reader has been enhanced to enable import of High Dynamic Range
image data stored as RGB fields with 16 bits per channel and multi-channel fields stored with an RGB field per channel.
To improve memory efficiency, only those channels that store actual data will be imported as a multi-channel field.
Large Slices Support: The Bio-Formats Reader was enhanced to enable import of 2D images of up to 4GB.
Very Large Data Management: The Bio-Formats Reader has been enhanced to enable the direct conversion of images in
any file format supported by Bio-Formats to the Amira native LDA data format for out-of-core data management. This
enables users to visualize images larger than the system memory and to utilize the full feature set that the XLVolume
extension offers. This conversion requires the XLVolume extension.
Note: Conversion of double precision floating values and 32-bit unsigned integers is currently not supported.
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XWIND EXTENSION
NEW FEATURE
XWind now includes a totally new meshing workroom that permits very fast production of very high quality 3D meshes
suitable for collaboration with CFD/FEA solvers.
•

Automatically create tetrahedral mesh from label data within a dedicated meshing workroom:

•

Dedicated mesh inspection tools:
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•

Mesh any topology with any number of materials with mixed sizing element:

•
•
•
•

High quality meshing with conforming interfaces and topology preservation
Fast Robust Meshing Engine for large dataset
Fine user control over sizing element and regions through image fields
Boundary layer support:

•
•
•

Thin structure preservation
Interface smoothing
Set boundary conditions with visual feedback:
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•
•
•

Optimization methods for reducing/removing slivers
Export to all major solver (NEW: including COMSOL Multiphysics® )
High quality display with multiple overlayed data:

NEW MODULE
GENERATE TETRA MESH
Generate Tetra Mesh creates a volumetric tetrahedral mesh. Its input is a description of a 3D volume by a label. The
meshing engine is based on Delaunay refinement and is the same engine used in the new meshing workroom.
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XPORENETWORKMODELING EXTENSION – NEW FEATURE
The Pore Network Modeling extension allows for additional property computation, helping to characterize material
samples even further.
•
•

Absolute Permeability (including flow rate per throat property in PNM)
Tortuosity (based on velocities)
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NEW XVOLUMECORRELATION EXTENSION
The Amira XVolumeCorrelation extension provides Digital Volume Correlation (DVC) techniques to compute 3D full-field
continuous displacement and strain maps from volume images acquired during a deformation process of an object. The
user inputs two images and a mesh that will be used to measure the displacement and strain maps.
The extension can, for instance, be used to visualize and quantify deformation-induced microstructural changes during
dynamic processes, such as localization phenomena induced by heterogeneities or thermal expansion mismatch
between materials. Furthermore, the output displacement field can be used to enrich a numerical simulation by using
measured boundary conditions, or to optimize this simulation by comparing numerical and measured data.
•

•
•

The extension includes two DVC algorithms (a traditional subset-based approach and a more robust FE-based
continuous approach) implemented in a user-friendly interface that can be used independently or together to
tackle, for instance, phenomena where large deformations are expected.
Powerful combination with Amira quantification modules.
Powerful combination with XWind meshing tools for setting up simulation with displacement and strain
coming from real experiments.
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LICENSING
The Avizo 9.4 licensing mechanism has been upgraded to FlexNet Publisher 11.14. If you are using a FlexNet license
server, make sure you have installed version 11.14.0 or higher of the FlexNet tools on your system. For more details and
download links, please refer to http://www.fei-software-center.com/support/flexnet-server-doc/.

FUTURE DEPRECATION
XEarth and XGreen extensions will be removed from next Avizo version.
XTeam has been removed from this version as it was announced deprecated previously.

OPERATING SYSTEMS
Avizo 9.4 runs on:
•
•
•

Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit).
Linux x86 64 (64-bit). Supported 64-bit architecture is Intel64/AMD64 architecture. Supported Linux
distribution is Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.
Mac OS X Capitan (10.11) and Sierra (10.12)

In order to add custom extensions to Avizo with Avizo XPand, you will need:
•
•
•

Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 (VC12) Update 4 on Windows.
gcc 4.4.x on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.
Currently, Avizo XPand support is not available for Mac OS X El Capitan (10.11) nor macOS Sierra (10.12). It will
become available again once Clang support has been completed.
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SOLVED ISSUES
Avizo 9.4 provides many enhancements and solutions to known problems, including the following:

Align Slices

58999

Arithmetic

59217

Animation Director

56012
52823

ANSYS / Abaqus export

23268

Auto Skeleton

59309

Auto Thresholding

43728

Create Label Colormap

39651

Crop Editor

44427
52286

Bio-Formats

42827

57954
55821
43377
42615
B-Spline

58008

Colormap port

57125

Compute Secondary
Structure
Curved Slice

55795
57880

The Align Slices module could not be connected to a 2D image. This has
been fixed.
When using Arithmetic module with different input types, using logical
expression on label values could produce wrong results on the label
borders. This has been fixed.
Note that this fix impacts the following modules’ computation:
MarkerBased Watershed Inside Mask, 2D-Histogram Segmentation,
Watershed Segmentation.
The Stop Watch icon was not displayed on animated ports in some cases.
This has been fixed.
The video quality of an MPEG movie created by the Animation Director or
the Movie Maker could be degraded. This has been fixed.
Material names are now managed for a mesh exported to ANSYS or
Abaqus.
In some cases, nodes could be created outside of the bounding box
during skeletonization. This has been fixed.
With interpretation mode set to XY, only the first slice was thresholded.
This has been fixed.
Create Label Colormap module and makeColormap Tcl command now
generate colormaps with Exterior material color fully transparent.
Crop editor would fail when applied to a multi-channel field data with a
Volume Rendering visualization. This has been fixed.
After the ROI List function was used, the voxel size of the cropped image
was slightly different from that of the uncropped image. This has been
fixed.
Bio-Formats reader is now able to read slices bigger than 2GB.
Note: To handle slices larger than 4GB the XLVolume and Experimental
extensions are required.
Some multi-channel files could not be loaded on Mac OS using BioFormats reader. This has been fixed.
Bio-Formats reader is now able to read TIFF file with time step
information as Time Series.
Bio-Formats reader is now able to load multi-channel CZI.
Bio-Formats reader is now able to load images that contain multi-channel
RGB data.
When the Curve Editor was used on a B-Spline, the Curve Editor display
remained even after the Curve Editor was switched off. This has been
fixed.
Note that now when using the curve editor, a Line Set view is
automatically attached to the B-Spline.
The "Auto Adjust To" option behavior has been reworked in order to
avoid inconsistency.
A project containing the result of "Compute Secondary Structure" could
not be reloaded successfully. This has been fixed.
The module uses now the nearest-neighbor interpolation for label
images.
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DICOM reader

57271
43302

Dual Beam 3D Wizard
(Avizo for FEI only)

60119
44384

Eval On Lines

58559
36110

Export data
Extract Image

60741
30507
31692

Filament Editor

43638

56325
Fluent file format
Generate Pore
Network Model

42554
59144

Generate Surface

52918

Grid View

60371

Image Statistics

62313

Interactive
Thresholding
Label Analysis

55102

Label Measures
LDA Expert Settings

36490
58677

License Manager

34841

Match Point Clouds
MATLAB

55619
59254

MRC reader

61183

35837
58922

DICOM files could sometimes be rendered with an inconsistent size. This
has been fixed.
Reloading DICOM files from a directory path that contains non-ASCII
characters would fail. This has been fixed.
Reloading a saved project containing the Dual Beam 3D Wizard was not
working properly. This has been fixed.
On Mac OS, the Crop Editor was not working properly. This has been
fixed.
The Thickness computation resulting from an Eval On Lines module was
not correct with a float field input. This has been fixed.
After Eval on Lines was applied to spatial graph, the spatial graph was not
updated. This has been fixed.
It is now possible to export data greater than 2GB to ASCII format.
Auto-refresh is no longer enabled by default when the module is created.
The module is no longer tightly connected with its Data in the Project
View.
If the option Edit/Preferences/Rendering/Raycasted spheres was
activated, it was not possible to pick a node in a spatial graph displayed in
the Filament Editor. This has been fixed.
The Filament Editor documentation has been updated to add available Tcl
commands description.
Material names are now managed in exported .cas file.
Depending on the input quality, Generate Pore Network Model module
can create throats smaller than the dataset voxel size. A warning message
has been added to inform the user when the input label dataset presents
characteristics which can lead to inaccurate results.
The Generate Surface algorithm, being multi-threaded, could generate
different results on different machines. A new advanced option Algorithm
Mode has been added to the module: with repeatable option the
algorithm will be mono-threaded and always give the same results,
whereas with fast option the algorithm will be multi-threaded and results
will be machine dependent.
Enabling cell filtering using Grid View module was not working properly.
This has been fixed.
Projects containing an Image Statistics and its result were not loaded
properly. This has been fixed.
Results wouldn’t be recomputed when the module data source was
changed. This has been fixed.
Results have been improved to support large data.
The computation with some large label fields could lead to artifacts. This
has been fixed.
Label measures have been improved to support large data.
Fixed resolution was not taken into account when doing snapshots from a
script. This has been fixed.
Deactivating extensions in offline mode was displaying an error message.
This has been fixed.
The module's computation was not working properly. This has been fixed.
A new version of the MATLAB writer (.mat) is available. This allows export
of MATLAB files larger than 2GB.
It is now possible to read all MRC files, with and without the extended FEI
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Multi-Channel

58599
57876

Ortho Slice LDM

27570

Plot 3D Orientation

59805

Pore Network Model
View
Preview

60410

Python

51462

Quick Probe

59191

Recipes (Avizo for FEI
only)

57288

58588

59416

Resample

57188
57254

Save/Load

59216

Script Object

56023

Segmentation Editor

59945

Spatial Graph Statistics

57758
40592

Stacked Slices

44202

Surface View

59755
62389

Thickness Map

58121

header. All versions 2000 and 2014 are supported. Note that MRC files
that don’t follow the FEI description of extended headers will not load.
Removing one of the channels would modify the range of the other
channels. This has been fixed.
Multi-channel field does not accept connections to data sources that are
controlled by a Time Series Control anymore.
Ortho slice LDM is now correctly updated after input voxel size
modification.
The module's properties were not properly restored when loading a
project. This has been fixed.
Ports for Pores and Throats are now grouped.
The preview management in the Properties Area could slow down the
application when the selected data object had inconsistent properties.
This has been fixed.
A new section Python Limitations has been added to the Python
documentation. Please refer to the documentation for further details.
Quick Probe tool used on an Ortho Slice now works properly when the
Ortho Slice input data is changed.
Play buttons are now available only for steps that can be played again in
the current run.
Ports values of snapshot on Pore Network Model were reset at each
recipe run. This has been fixed.
Saving a recipe could modify its name. This has been fixed.
16-bit label input data objects are now correctly managed by the
Resample module.
Loading a project containing an Avizo As Large Disk Data object from a
path containing space characters was not working properly. This has been
fixed.
With the release of Avizo 9.2 many modules have been reworked with
respect to their user interface, which required changing names and types
of ports. As a consequence, scripts and script objects written for earlier
versions of Avizo than 9.2 would in many cases no longer work.
To account for this, a backward compatibility mode has been
implemented. Please refer to the documentation (section Versioning of
Script Objects and backward compatibility) for more information.
When a new label field was selected, the default viewer layout
was restored (one single viewer). This has been fixed.
Computation on large Spatial Graph could lead to abnormal RAM
consumption. This has been fixed.
The values for mean length and mean radius are now computed by
averaging the mean Curved Length and Mean Radius of each segment.
Stacked slice of series consisting of 8-bit images can now be read as
'Stacked Slices as Large Disk Data'.
Interacting with the Colormap port in constant color mode was making
the port disappear. This has been fixed.
Attaching a Surface View to a surface with no material would fail. This has
been fixed.
Displaying the Thickness Map result with a Volume Rendering was not
working properly. This has been fixed.
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Trackball

58009

Transform Sequence
Tridelity
TXM reader
Viewers layout

36717
23137
59052
60407

Wind Barbs Slice

54770

The interactivity with the measurement tool and editors such as Crop
Editor was disabled after the camera trackball was manipulated. This has
been fixed.
Up and Down buttons have been removed from the module's properties.
Tridelity View now works for ML4210-ML552 screens.
The display scale on TXM data could be inconsistent. This has been fixed.
Some viewer layout Tcl commands were not working properly. This has
been fixed.
The wind barbs are now redrawn when a connected planar module is
updated.

Our team is continually focused on solving as many issues as possible to make your experience of Avizo as satisfactory
as possible. To this purpose, we would appreciate your feedback regarding this version. If you encounter problems, or if
you have suggestions for improvement, please report them to fei-sw-support@fei.com.
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